
 

 

 

DFSA (Dubai Financial Services Authority) grants IronFX Global MENA Limited the licence to operate 

as an Authorised Firm.  

 

19 January 2015, Limassol Cyprus, IronFX Global MENA Limited, is announcing that it has been 

granted the licence to operate as an Authorised Firm by DFSA (Dubai Financial Services Authority).  

The DFSA is known for its exceptionally strict supervisory regime, and insists upon the highest levels 

of compliance from its members.  It also has one of the most stringent conditions of entry compared 

with other regulators globally.  

With this licence, IronFX consents to being regulated by the DFSA in accordance with legislation 

governing the activities and conduct of financial and market participants in the Dubai International 

Financial Centre (DIFC).  This new authorization also obliges IronFX Global to operate under the 

principles of fairness, transparency and efficiency, as well as to protect direct and indirect users of 

financial services in the DIFC. The offices of IronFX Global MENA are located at Emirates Financial 

Towers, South Tower, Office 301.   

Chairman & CEO of IronFX Global, Markos Kashiouris commented: “We are truly delighted with the 

decision of the DFSA to grant us with this licence to operate in Dubai.  This additional licence 

symbolizes a new phase in the global growth of IronFX, as we seek to enhance our reputation as a 

solid firm of integrity and reliability, in the Middle East.  We welcome stricter supervision from our 

global regulatory authorities so that our valued clients are provided with the best and safest trading 

experience that the forex industry has to offer.” 

 

  



 

About IronFX Global  

IronFX is the award-winning Global Leader in Online Trading. With 15 platforms trading over 200 

instruments in forex, spot metals, stocks and futures, IronFX Global serves retail and institutional 

customers from over 180 countries in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America. With 

over 60 offices worldwide, and more than 1,600 employees providing support in over 45 different 

languages, IronFX clients can benefit from round-the-clock coverage delivered by one of the world’s 

largest and most accomplished global client coverage teams. The IronFX customer-centric model 

combines bespoke trading functionality through its platforms with the widest suite of products to 

offer the best pricing, execution and liquidity.  Daily market news feed and insightful research give 

clients access to the best information and data to make informed trading decisions. Evidencing the 

leadership of IronFX Global in the worldwide online trading arena, IronFX Global also has an official 

partnership agreement with FC Barcelona, one of the most successful professional football clubs in 

the world. 

IronFX Global complies with international regulatory standards, and is authorized and regulated by 

FCA (UK), ASIC (Australia), FSB (South Africa), FSP (New Zealand), CRFIN (Russia), UCRFIN (Ukraine) 

and CySEC (Cyprus). The company is a member of the Eurex Exchange and is also an EU-regulated and 

MiFID-compliant firm. 

 

About the Dubai Financial Services Authority 

The Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA) is the independent regulator of all financial and ancillary 

services conducted through the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), a purpose-built free-zone 

in Dubai.  DFSA’s regulatory mandate covers asset management, banking and credit services, 

securities, collective investment funds, custody and trust services, commodities futures trading, 

Islamic finance, insurance, an international equities exchange and an international commodities 

derivatives exchange. Established in 2004, DFSA is also responsible for the regulation and supervision 

of persons in the DIFC in relation to anti-money laundering, counter-terrorist financing and sanctions 

compliance. 


